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This report covers my attendance of the 10th International Bielefeld Conference, which
was held from April 24th to 26th, 2012. First, I will go into the aim of my conference visit. After
that, the conference’s main themes will be addressed.
Aim
Since May, 2010 I have worked as the Head of the Library of Behavioural and Social
Sciences at the University of Groningen, The Netherlands. The training programme I followed
during the last two years had a strong focus on management skills. The 10th International
Bielefeld Conference offered a nice opportunity to broaden my knowledge of the driving forces
and the current developments academic libraries are confronted with today. This latter aspect is
important since it allows me to contribute to the policy making of our organization more
effectively.
Main Themes
The programme of the 10th International Bielefeld Conference consisted of a number
sessions. In the current section, I will briefly deal with the content of the different sessions and
with the ideas presented in those sessions that appealed to me most in terms of applicability in
daily work.
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Building Organizational Structures
This section focussed on the changing role of academic libraries in the process of
knowledge dissemination and the consequent need for change in the organizational structure of
those libraries. The presentation that struck me most was one by Wolfram Neubauer, who
covered an organizational change process at ETH Zurich, Switzerland.
The presentation neatly combined considerations at the levels of vision, policy, and
strategic development on the one hand and the practical application of these considerations in
workflow processes on the other. The relevance of this presentation to our organization is that we
are on the brink of an organizational change process very similar to the one implemented at ETH
Zurich.
Value Systems
This session was about measuring and improving customer satisfaction in libraries. Jo
Richler had a very appealing presentation on a rearrangement process at Sunderland College,
Sunderland, UK. She showed a couple of improvements carried out at Sunderland College and
the effect of these improvements on the way students used the library.
At present, our organization is involved in a rearrangement of the interior of our main
location involving the establishment of a learning grid, of a zoning with different regimes (e.g.,
lounge areas, meeting rooms, junior common rooms), etc. Richler’s findings can provide useful
input for our own change process.
The Sessions “Managing Publications for an Open Environment”, “Scholarly Communication,
Collaborative Research”, and “Designing Services: Linked Open Data, Semantic Web”
These session were certainly relevant to participants with a more technical background
such as IT consultants. To me, they were of limited use because of the overload of technical
details. One thing that struck me during these sessions was the close cooperation between certain
university libraries on the one hand and researchers in the field of computing on the other.
The take home message I got from these presentations was that it might be worthwhile to
pursue joint possibilities for semantic-web research together with computationalists within our
own university. This would offer us an opportunity to not only support the ongoing research
within our University, but be part of it as an object of application as well.

